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Knowledge Distillation can transfer the “knowledge” of large models to 
lightweight models：

Teacher network Student network

High capacity, well performance Low capacity, poor performance

“Teach”
Knowledge 
distillation

Loss of student = loss of classification + loss of KD

𝒑𝒑: probs by network
𝑇𝑇, 𝑆𝑆: teacher, student

𝜏𝜏: temperature
𝜆𝜆: balance factor

Dark Knowledge

We focus on：Why large networks may not teach well? How to make large 
networks teach better via simple methods?

Student

Large net

High capacity，well 
performance

Small net

Low capacity，fairly good 
performance

Large networks 
teach worse than 

small nets

Why temperature 𝜏𝜏 of teacher net should be proper in traditional KD:

Too small temperature：
Output of teacher nets tends to 
be One-Hot, which provides no 
extra information for student

𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 𝝉𝝉 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓; 𝝉𝝉)

Too large temperature：
Output of teacher nets tends to 
be uniform, which is similar 
to Label Smoothing

Proper temperature:
Probs of wrong classes vary a lot

Guess: the reason why large nets cannot teach well lies in that probs of wrong 
classes cannot vary differently regardless of temperature

How to depict the distinctness of wrong classes: variance of probs of wrong classes

Numerical exampleVisual display

𝐩𝐩c = e𝒇𝒇𝑐𝑐/𝜏𝜏

e𝒇𝒇𝑦𝑦/𝜏𝜏+∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑦𝑦 e
𝒇𝒇𝑗𝑗/𝜏𝜏

Logits: 𝒇𝒇 Probs: 𝒑𝒑

Method

Decompose KD into 
three parts：

Decomposition of KD

Correct Guidance

Smooth Regularization

Class Discriminability

One-Hot

Label Smoothing

Knowledge 
Distillation

All Logits: 
𝒇𝒇

Wrong Logits: 
𝒈𝒈 = 𝒇𝒇𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐≠𝑦𝑦

All Probs: 
𝒑𝒑

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝒇𝒇)

Wrong Probs: 
𝒒𝒒 = 𝒑𝒑𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐≠𝑦𝑦

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝒈𝒈)

Wrong Probs: 
�𝒒𝒒

Slice

Slice
Var

IV: 𝑣𝑣(�𝒒𝒒)

Var

Avg
DA: 𝑒𝑒(𝒒𝒒)

DV: 𝑣𝑣(𝒒𝒒)

Applying softmax to whole classes’ 
logits

Applying softmax ONLY to wrong classes’ logits

Utilize this equation to explain why large net cannot teach well:

• Logit of correct class provided by large nets is quite large which leads to small DA.
• Logits of wrong classes provided by large net are less varied which leads to small IV.
Conclusion: Large nets provide small DV. Traditional temperature scaling cannot
make probs of wrong classes variant.

We propose Asymmetric Temperature Scaling (ATS)：

• Logit of correct class is large. Relatively 
larger 𝜏𝜏1 could increase DA.

• Logits of wrong classes are similar. 
Relatively smaller 𝜏𝜏2 could increase IV.

Conclusion: ATS can enlarge DV provided by 
large nets to make probs of wrong classes 
more variant.

Left ATS: 𝜏𝜏1 = 4.67, 𝜏𝜏2 = 4.0
Right ATS: 𝜏𝜏1 = 4.0, 𝜏𝜏2 = 2.0

Experiments

In ATS, tune 𝜏𝜏1, 𝜏𝜏2
can make large nets
teach better again.

Dataset: CIFAR-100
col: teacher net
row: student net
x-axis: capacity
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